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Abstract:  Meaning in life is vital for human wellbeing. Research has examined important 

sources of meaning: however, it has not yet investigated whether certain sources of meaning 

might be more predictive of overall meaning and wellbeing. A community sample of 247 

individuals (30 – 69 years) rated the degree of meaningfulness they experienced in certain 

domains and completed 11 wellbeing measures. Presence of meaning was positively predicted 

by family and interpersonal relations, and negatively by leisure activities; search for meaning 

was positively predicted by personal growth and religiosity/spirituality. Meaning from family 

and health aided in the process of searching for meaning leading to presence of meaning; 

similarly, meaning from family, interpersonal relationships, health, religiosity/spirituality and 

life in general buffered against impoverished wellbeing when searching for meaning. Presence 

and wellbeing were both higher if the domains of work, family, interpersonal relations, 

community/society issues, and life in general were highly endorsed. Lastly, highly endorsing a 

larger number of sources buffered against negative wellbeing outcomes when searching for 

meaning. Overall, we found that meaning from important domains such as family and 

interpersonal relationships, and strongly endorsing a wide variety of sources, protected against 

negative wellbeing outcomes when searching for meaning.  

 

Keywords: Sources of meaning, search for meaning, presence of meaning, well-being, wellbeing, 

breadth of meaning. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The impetus to make meaning is quintessential to human nature and the way that we are 

motivated to understand experiences, making connections between them, is thought to be 

essential for enhancing personal growth and creating a coherent life course (Weinstein, Ryan, & 

Deci, 2012). In fact, Frankl (1966) famously asserted that the primary human concern, or 

psychological need, was to find meaning – to search for and attain meaningfulness and 

purpose in life. Meaning in life is unique to the individual, yet it is not created in a vacuum: the 

nature of meaning is influenced by external factors. Kenyon (2000) describes this idea well: “we 

create our world personally, idiosyncratically and dynamically, yet to a significant extent, we 

are also influenced and created by a world that is larger than ourselves, individually speaking” 

(p. 10). 

Despite a resurgence in theoretical and empirical explorations of meaning in life, there is an 

absence of consensus as to how the construct is defined and operationalised (Steger, 2009). A 

widely cited definition of meaning is that it is “the cognizance of order, coherence, and purpose 

in one’s existence, the pursuit and attainment of worthwhile goals, and an accompanying sense 

of fulfillment” (Reker, 2000, p. 41). In a related vein, Wong (2012) has enunciated a four-factor 
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model of meaning, which is based on a sense of purpose, understanding, responsible action, 

and evaluation of one’s life.  

But how is it that people come to possess meaning in their life? And can it be shown that 

people who strive to achieve meaning in their life actually acquire it? For this reason, the 

dualistic conceptualisation by Steger, Frazier, Oishi, and Kaler (2006), which includes both 

presence of meaning and the important countervailing process of search for meaning, will 

serve as the foundation for the present research. Notably, presence of meaning and search for 

meaning have been found to share a negative relationship, and research has failed to 

demonstrate that searching for meaning leads to the attainment of meaning in life (Steger, 

Kashdan, Sullivan, & Lorentz, 2008). The measurement of both presence and absence of 

meaning provides for a more nuanced picture of a person’s engagement with the question of 

meaning in their life. 

 

1.1 Sources of meaning in life 

Possessing a sense of meaning in life has been posited to have wide-reaching benefits for 

psychological wellbeing and physical health (Ryff & Keyes, 1995). Although this finding 

establishes the construct of meaning as an important one for overall functioning, it does not 

illuminate the domains in life from which individuals derive this sense of meaningfulness. 

Meaning originates from a number of different spheres in life, for example, leisure activities, 

spirituality, relationships with others, and making a contribution to the wider community 

(Reker & Woo, 2011). 

Various investigations have been made into the overarching categories that encompass 

specific sources of meaning. Some conceptualisations share commonalities, while others are 

quite divergent. De Volger and Ebersole (1981) described eight categories from interviews 

asking individuals what was meaningful in their life: relationships, service, belief, life work, 

growth, pleasure, obtaining, and health. Another approach taken to elucidating the possible 

sources of meaning was that of Wong (1998), who asked participants to list the components of a 

stereotypical ‘meaningful life’. He found that these descriptions fell into these categories: 

religion, achievement, relationship, fulfilment, transcendence, intimacy, acceptance, and 

fairness. Sources of meaning have also been probed by asking individuals to quantitatively rate 

the degree to which they experience meaning in a list of given domains (Delle Fave, Brdar, 

Freire, Vella-Brodrick, & Wissing, 2010; Prager, Savaya & Bar-Tur, 2000; Reker & Wong, 1988). 

The advantage of this method is that it circumvents the issue of individuals not mentioning 

certain domains because they are forgotten when asked open-ended questions. 

Despite the varied approaches to categorising sources of meaning, Prager (1998) argues that 

there is agreement regarding several sources of meaning: personal growth, altruism, 

relationships, belief, expression and creativity, materialism and existential-hedonistic 

orientations. Further, across numerous empirical studies, personal relationships have been 

found to be the most commonly cited central source of meaning (e.g., Baum & Stewart, 1990; 

Debats, 1999; O’Connor & Chamberlain, 2000; De Vogler & Ebersole, 1981; Yalom, 1980). 

However, the aspects of life that are experienced as meaningful have been found to vary over 

the lifespan (e.g., Baum & Stewart, 1990; Lambert et al., 2010; Prager, 1998; Reker, Peacock & 

Wong 1987; Schnell, 2009) and vary according to demographic factors such as gender and 

socioeconomic status (e.g., Debats, 1999; Kotter-Grühn, Wiest, Zurek, & Scheibe, 2009; Schnell, 

2009). 
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1.2 Sources of meaning predicting search and presence 

Research has shown that most people have at least some insight into sources of meaning, as 

they are able to describe an archetypal meaningful life, and describe the meaning in their own 

lives when asked about it. We also know that relationships with family and friends are most 

frequently mentioned as being meaningful (e.g., Debats, 1999). It would make sense that 

meaning from especially important sources of meaning would be the most predictive of overall 

meaning, but this might not be the case. For example, sources might be mentioned because they 

are very salient but in fact they may have little to nothing to do with contributing to meaning. 

In other words, some individuals might not have much insight into what contributes most to 

their meaning in life. This question, what sources best predict overall meaning, warrants 

further investigation.  

In the related study of life goals, research has found that goals pertaining to relationships 

with others, spirituality, contribution to the community, and leaving a legacy were significantly 

predictive of meaningfulness and purpose (Emmons, 2003). Further, holding aspirations 

described as being intrinsic, such as contributing to the community, good relationships, and 

personal growth, have been found to relate positively to the desire to experience meaning in 

life, the search for it, and lastly, the actual experience of meaningfulness. On the other hand, 

more extrinsic goals, such as amassing wealth and fame, have been found to relate to the wish 

for meaning and the resultant search but not the attainment of meaning (Weinstein et al., 2012). 

So it appears that life goals are differentially predictive of presence of meaning and search for 

meaning. Certain sources of meaning might also predict presence and search in different ways, 

and research ought to investigate this possibility. 

 

1.3 Sources of meaning and wellbeing 

Research has established that having a sense of meaning in life is beneficial for wellbeing as 

people experience greater happiness (e.g., Cohen & Cairns, 2012), are more satisfied with their 

lives (e.g., Steger & Kashdan, 2006), experience greater positive affect (e.g., King, Hicks, Krull, 

& Del Gaiso, 2006), and experience less anxiety, depression (e.g., Debats, van der Lubbe, & 

Wezeman, 1993), and rumination (e.g., Steger et al., 2008). In contrast, the process of searching 

is linked to diminished happiness and life satisfaction (e.g., Park, Park, & Peterson, 2010), and 

greater anxiety, depression, rumination, and negative affect (e.g., Steger et al., 2008). 

Furthermore, having significant presence of meaning appears to be protective against negative 

wellbeing outcomes when searching for meaning (Park et al., 2010). However, this research has 

considered the impact of the totality or sum of meaning in life, not how meaning derived from 

particular spheres predict wellbeing. It is plausible that certain types of meaning are able to 

mitigate negative wellbeing outcomes when searching for meaning than are other types of 

meaning, and they may facilitate the process of searching for meaning actually leading to the 

attainment of meaning. 

 Research has found that meaning derived from goals related to intimacy, spirituality, 

and generativity have been found to predict greater subjective wellbeing, whereas power 

strivings tend to be associated with lower subjective wellbeing (Emmons, 2003). Research has 

also found that goals which were described as being intrinsic in nature, such as personal 

growth and contribution to the community, were positively predictive of wellbeing; whereas, 

goals which were described as extrinsic, such as financial success and fame, were negatively 

predictive of wellbeing (Emmons, 2003; Martos & Kopp, 2011; Sheldon, Ryan, Deci, & Kasser, 

2004). 
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1.4 Breadth of meaning 

It is rare for individuals to experience a sense of meaning emanating from only one area in their 

life; in fact, having a larger network of different sources of meaning has been found to be 

related to greater overall meaning and wellbeing (Reker & Woo, 2011). Baumeister (1991) 

asserts that this benefit occurs because if an important source of meaning is compromised, 

having other sources will permit the individual to continue relatively unaffected. In this 

fashion, sources of meaning function in a complementary manner, filling in when a particular 

source is absent or attenuated. A theoretical model, the Meaning Maintenance Model, has been 

developed out of this idea and it asserts that by having a wide scope of sources of meaning, if 

any particular source of meaning is threatened, others can ‘fill in’ through a process of fluid 

compensation, and thus the individual avoids an experience of meaninglessness (Proulx & 

Heine, 2008). Having breadth of meaning—i.e., meaning in many spheres—is seemingly 

beneficial.  

Additionally, research has found that intensity of meaningfulness of sources of meaning 

and the strength of commitment to these sources also makes a difference for overall wellbeing 

(Battista & Almond, 1973; Pöhlmann, Gruss, & Joraschky, 2006). Research has found that 

individuals report an average of six very important sources of meaning (De Volger-Ebersole & 

Ebersole, 1985; Prager, 1996). Although highly endorsing multiple sources of meaning is a sign 

of significant presence of meaning, it is not known what impact this pattern might have on 

search for meaning. Investigation into whether strong commitment to a wide variety of sources 

of meaning would mitigate the negative impact on overall meaning and wellbeing when 

searching for meaning would also be advantageous, as this question has not yet been 

thoroughly explored. 

 

1.5 Goals of the present study 

Although it makes intuitive sense that the most important sources of meaning would best 

predict overall meaning, this issue has not yet been adequately explored. Further, certain 

sources may instigate continued search for meaning. Previous research has found intrinsic 

aspirations such as contribution to the community, personal growth, and good relationships 

are predictive of presence of meaning and search for meaning, whereas extrinsic goals such as 

financial status is predictive of search for meaning only (Weinstein et al., 2012). In line with 

these findings, we hypothesise that meaning from family, interpersonal relationships, personal 

growth, and community issues predict presence of meaning and search for meaning, whereas 

standard of living predicts search for meaning but not presence of meaning (Hypothesis 1). 

Some investigations into the realms of life that provide people with meaning have been 

conducted, but research has not considered how various sources might be differentially related 

to overall meaning and wellbeing. Given that intrinsic goals have been found to be positively 

associated with wellbeing (Emmons, 2003; Martos & Kopp, 2011; Sheldon et al., 2004), we 

hypothesise that meaning from family, interpersonal relationships, personal growth, and 

community issues would buffer the negative relationships between search for meaning and 

presence of meaning, and between search for meaning and wellbeing (Hypothesis 2). In other 

words, meaning derived from these intrinsic sources is more likely to diminish the negative 

affect generated in the search process than is striving to achieve extrinsic meaning. 

Being intensely and strongly committed to one’s meaning in life has been found to be 

beneficial for wellbeing (Battista & Almond, 1973; Pöhlmann et al., 2006). Extrapolating from 

this finding, we hypothesise that strongly endorsing sources of meaning results in higher 
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wellbeing and presence of meaning, but results in diminished search for meaning (Hypothesis 

3). Someone who feels passionately about a domain is more likely to derive more benefit from 

meaning derived from that source.  

Finally, given that deriving meaning from a number of sources of meaning is advantageous 

(e.g., Reker & Woo, 2011), we hypothesize that highly endorsing a greater number of sources of 

meaning would facilitate the successful search for meaning, and also mitigate the negative 

impact on wellbeing when searching for meaning (Hypothesis 4). Deriving meaning from 

multiple sources might lay a better foundation compared to deriving meaning from a single 

source. Using an analogy, a ‘diversified portfolio’ is likely to be more robust against the ebb 

and flow of life circumstances than a portfolio constituted of a single stock holding.  

 

2. Method 

2.1 Participants 

The sample comprised 247 individuals (139 females and 108 males) who participated in a cross-

cultural investigation, the Eudaimonic and Hedonic Happiness Inventory (EHHI). Participants’ 

ages ranged from 30 to 69 years (M = 44.28 years; SD = 9.30). All participants in the sample live 

in New Zealand. Educational background was operationalised in the design in that 112 

individuals reported a non-tertiary education, and 135 reported a tertiary education degree. 

 

2.2 Measures 

Eudaimonic and Hedonic Happiness Inventory. The EHHI (Delle Fave et al., 2010) is a 

questionnaire that includes open-ended questions about happiness, goals and meaningful 

things, as well as quantitative measures of meaningfulness and happiness in 11 given domains. 

The emphasis for the current research was on meaning. Participants reported how meaningful 

the following domains were on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (not meaningful at all) to 7 (extremely 

meaningful): work, family, standard of living, interpersonal relationships, health, personal 

growth, leisure, religiosity/spirituality, community issues, society issues, and life in general.  

Meaning in Life Questionnaire. The MLQ (Steger et al., 2006) is a 10-item measure of two 

components of meaning: presence and search. Examples of items in the presence subscale are “I 

have a good sense of what makes my life meaningful” and “I have discovered a satisfying life 

purpose”. Examples from the search subscale are “I am always searching for something that 

makes my life feel significant” and “I am always looking to find my life’s purpose”. 

Participants specify their responses on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (absolutely untrue) to 7 

(absolutely true). High Cronbach’s alphas for the subscales indicated very good internal 

consistency (Steger, Oishi, & Kesebir, 2011). The alphas in this research were excellent: .90 for 

presence of meaning, and .91 for search for meaning. 

Subjective Happiness Scale. The Subjective Happiness Scale (SHS; Lyubomirsky & Lepper, 

1999) is a 4-item self-report measure of subjective global happiness. Participants describe how 

happy they are in relation to peers and also in relation to archetypal happy and unhappy 

people. For example, participants respond to this statement: “In general, I consider myself:” on 

a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (not a very happy person) to 7 (a very happy person). Another item is 

“Some people are generally not very happy; although they are not depressed, they never seem 

as happy as they might be. To what extent does this characterization describe you?” and the 

choice options range from 1 (not at all) and 7 (a great deal). This scale has demonstrated good 

reliability with alphas between .85 and .95 (Lyubomirsky & Tucker, 1998). The alpha in the 

current research was .87. 
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Satisfaction with Life Scale. The Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, 

& Griffin, 1985) is a 5-item measure of a person’s evaluation of their overall satisfaction with 

their entire life. Example items are “If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing” 

and “So far I have gotten the important things in life”. Participants indicate their agreement 

with the statements on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). 

Studies have shown this scale to have respectable internal consistency, with alphas ranging 

from .79 to .89. This was also the case in the present investigation as the alpha was .89. 

Mental Health Continuum. The short form of the Mental Health Continuum (MHC-SF; 

Keyes, 2009) measures emotional, social and psychological wellbeing with 14 items. 

Participants are asked to report how often they felt a certain way during the past month on a 7-

point Likert scale from 1 (never) to 7 (every day). “Satisfied” is an example of an item in the 

emotional wellbeing subscale, “That our society is becoming a better place for people” is one 

from the social wellbeing subscale, and “Confident to think or express your ideas and 

opinions” is an example from the psychological wellbeing subscale. The scale has been found to 

manifest good reliability with alphas above .80 (Keyes, 2009). This was also evident in the 

current study with alphas of .84 for emotional wellbeing, .78 for social wellbeing and .82 for 

psychological wellbeing. 

Basic Psychological Needs Scale. The Basic Psychological Needs Scale (BPNS) is a measure 

developed from self-determination theory and it centres on three needs of central importance: 

autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2000). The measure has been adapted, 

and a 9-item version is used here. An example item from the autonomy subscale is “I feel like I 

can pretty much be myself in my daily situations”, one from the competence subscale is “Most 

days I feel a sense of accomplishment from what I do”, and one from the relatedness subscale is 

“I really like the people I interact with”. Participants provide their responses on a 7-point Likert 

scale from 1 (not at all true) to 7 (very true). This scale has adequate internal consistency as 

subscale alphas have ranged from .69 to .86 (Gagné, 2003). The subscales proved to be reliable 

in the present investigation, with alphas of .70 for autonomy, .69 for competence, and .76 for 

relatedness. 

Depression Anxiety Stress Scales. The Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS; Lovibond & 

Lovibond, 1995) measure self-reported depression, anxiety, and stress. The current research 

used a short version of the depression subscale with seven items. Participants indicate to what 

degree they felt that statements such as “I found it difficult to work up the initiative to do 

things” and “I felt down-hearted and blue” were applicable over the previous week. 

Participants indicate their answers on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much, or 

most of the time). The DASS has been found to be reliable with an alpha of .91 (Lovibond & 

Lovibond, 1995). It was internally consistent in the current research with an alpha of .88.  

The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule. The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 

(PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) is a 28-item measure of affective wellbeing. 

Individuals are asked how much they experience different emotions on a 5-point Likert scale 

from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely). Examples from the positive affect scale include 

“Enthusiastic” and “Strong” and items from the negative affect scale are “Nervous” and 

“Hostile”. The PANAS has been shown to have excellent reliability: an alpha of .89 for positive 

affect and an alpha of .85 for negative affect (Crawford & Henry, 2004). This was also the case 

in the present research as alphas of .90 for both positive and negative affect were obtained. 
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2.3 Procedure 

Participants were recruited through a range of strategies including posters, newspaper 

advertisements and mail-drops. Individuals took part in the research on a voluntary basis and 

were able to withdraw at any time if they so wished. The Victoria University of Wellington 

Ethics Committee granted ethical approval to commence the research. Participants completed 

the questionnaire online (using the SurveyMonkey website), with completion time 

approximately 30-40 minutes on average. Participants were sent a $10 voucher of their choice to 

thank them for their efforts.  

 

3. Results 

Conducting analyses of all the 11 wellbeing variables would have been likely to result in 

redundant findings. To produce a more succinct collection of results, a data reduction 

technique was employed. Since the 11 wellbeing variables were significantly and positively 

correlated, scale scores were transformed into z-scores and then linearly combined to create a 

single measure of overall positive wellbeing. 

 

3.1 Descriptive Statistics  

Descriptive statistics for presence of meaning, search for meaning, sources of meaning, and the 

composite wellbeing measure are shown in Table 1 below.  

 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients among presence of meaning, 

search for meaning, positive wellbeing, and sources of meaning 

 M SD 1 2 3 

1. MLQ-Presence  25.95 6.44    

2. MLQ-Search  20.57 8.20 -.36**   

3. Positive wellbeing  .00 .76 -.68** -.32**  

4. Work 5.13 1.42 -.15** -.00** .22** 

5. Family  6.43 1.12 -.22** -.09** .23** 

6. Standard of living 5.15 1.25 -.08** -.02** .16** 

7. Interpersonal relations 6.10 1.05 -.26** -.07** .31** 

8. Health 6.30 0.88 -.05** -.06** .11** 

9. Personal growth  5.93 1.08 -.14** *.25** .13** 

10. Leisure  5.67 1.11 -.08** -.09** .05** 

11. Religiosity/Spirituality 4.34 2.18 -.22** _.17** .13** 

12. Community issues 4.82 1.33 -.22** -.00** .35** 

13. Society issues 4.64 1.43 -.19** -.06** .25** 

14. Life in general 6.13 1.02 -.47** -.09** .47** 

**p < .01, *p < .05 

Note. MLQ-Presence = Meaning in Life Questionnaire-Presence; MLQ-Search = Meaning in Life 

Questionnaire-Search. Positive wellbeing = a composite z-score of eleven wellbeing measures. 

 

This table also reports the correlations among the variables: moderate negative correlations 

were found between search for meaning and presence of meaning, and between search for 

meaning and positive wellbeing. As expected, a strong positive correlation was obtained 

between presence of meaning and positive wellbeing. Presence of meaning was found to 

manifest weak to moderate positive correlations with the meaning domains of: work, family, 

interpersonal relations, personal growth, religiosity/spirituality, community activities, society 

activities, and life in general. As other researchers have found, search for meaning yielded 
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weak positive correlations with personal growth and religiosity/spirituality, and was also 

negatively related to positive wellbeing. In addition, and as expected, positive wellbeing was 

found to yield weak to moderate positive correlations with work, family, standard of living, 

interpersonal relations, personal growth, community activities, society activities and life in 

general. 

 

3.2 Did sources of meaning predict presence, search, and wellbeing? 

Hypothesis 1 (H1) predicted that meaning derived from family, interpersonal relationships, 

personal growth, and community issues would predict presence of meaning and search for 

meaning, whereas standard of living would predict search for meaning but not presence of 

meaning. The first regression (R² = .16, F(10, 236) = 4.49, p < .001) indicated that presence of 

meaning was positively predicted by meaning from family (β = .15, p < .05), interpersonal 

relationships (β = .14, p < .05), and negatively predicted by leisure activities (β = -.18, p < .05). 

The next regression (R² = .12, F(10, 236) = 3.11, p < .001) revealed that search for meaning was 

positively predicted by meaning from personal growth (β = .26, p < .001) and 

religiosity/spirituality (β = .18, p < .01). These results provide partial support for H1. However, 

there was some deviation from the hypothesis that was not expected. 

 

3.3 Did sources of meaning influence the relationships between search, presence, and wellbeing? 

Moderation analyses were conducted in order to investigate whether meaning from different 

domains exerted an influence on the relationships between search for meaning and attainment 

of meaning, and between search for meaning and wellbeing. H2 stipulated that meaning from 

family, interpersonal relationships, personal growth, and community issues would buffer the 

negative relationships between search for meaning and presence of meaning, and between 

search for meaning and wellbeing. 

 

3.3.1 Search to presence 

Meaning from family was found to moderate the relationship from search for meaning to 

presence of meaning (β = .05, p < .01). Simple slopes analyses revealed significant negative 

slopes for high (slope = .14, t = 2.07, p < .05), medium (slope = .28, t = 6.17, p < .001), and low 

(slope = .43, t = 5.90, p < .001) levels of the moderator: however, the least positive relationship 

between search for meaning and presence of meaning occurred under conditions of high 

meaning from family (see Figure 1 below). This pattern suggests that meaning derived from 

family assists in the process of searching for meaning leading to attainment of meaning, i.e., 

meaning from family buffered the strength of this typically negative relationship. The result 

provides support for H2. 

Meaning from health was also found to be a moderator of the relationship from search for 

meaning to presence of meaning (β = .11, p < .05). Simple slopes were computed and yielded 

significant negative slopes for high (slope = .20, t = 3.17, p < .01), medium (slope = .30, t = 6.37, p 

< .001), and low (slope = .40, t = 5.67, p < .001) levels of meaning from health: however, the 

relationship between search for meaning and presence of meaning was least strong for 

individuals who reported high levels of meaning from health (see Figure 2 below). This pattern 

indicates that meaning from health was useful in the attainment of meaning when searching. 

H2 did not stipulate that the health domain would function as a moderator, but the pattern was 

consistent with the result for the family domain. 
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Figure 1: Moderation by meaning from family on search for meaning to presence of 

meaning. 

 
 

Figure 2. Moderation by meaning from health on search for meaning to presence of 

meaning.  
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3.3.2 Search to wellbeing 

Meaning from family was found to significantly moderate the relationship from search for 

meaning to positive wellbeing (β = .02, p < .001). Simple slopes analyses revealed a significant 

positive relationship for moderate (slope = .02, t = 2.88, p < .001) and high (slope = .13, t = 16.25, 

p < .001) meaning from family, and a negative relationship for low (slope = -.09, t = -11.31, p < 

.001) meaning from family. This pattern indicated that, consistent with H2, experiencing high 

levels of meaning from family acted as a buffer against diminished wellbeing when searching 

for meaning (see Figure 3 below). 

 

Figure 3. Moderation by meaning from family on search for meaning to positive wellbeing. 

 

 

Meaning derived from interpersonal relations was also determined to be a significant 

moderator of the relationship between search for meaning and positive wellbeing (β = .01, p < 

.05). Significant simple slopes were obtained for low (slope = -.04, t = -5.33, p < .001), moderate 

(slope = -.03, t = -5.30, p < .001), and high (slope = -.02, t = -2.17, p < .05) meaning from 

interpersonal relations. The result indicated that, also consistent with H2, under conditions of 

high meaning from interpersonal relations, search for meaning manifested a weaker negative 

relationship with positive wellbeing (see Figure 4 below). 

Next, health significantly moderated the relationship from search for meaning to positive 

wellbeing (β = .01, p < .05). Simple slopes analyses indicated that negative relationships were 

evident between search for meaning and positive wellbeing for high (slope = -.02, t = -2.53, p < 

.01), medium (slope = -.03, t = -5.66, p < .001), and low (slope = -.04, t = -5.32, p < .001) meaning 

from health. However, as above, the relationship was least strong under conditions of high 

meaning from health, suggesting that meaning from health acted as a buffer (see Figure 5 

below). This finding was not stipulated by H2, but it is consistent with other moderational 

findings. 
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Figure 4: Moderation by meaning from interpersonal relations on search for meaning to 

positive wellbeing. 

 
 

Figure 5. Moderation by meaning from health on search for meaning to positive 

wellbeing. 
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= -6.13, p < .001), and low (slope = -.05, t = -6.11, p < .001) meaning from religiosity/spirituality, 

with the least strong relationship occurring under conditions of high meaning from 

religiosity/spirituality (see Figure 6 below). This pattern, as with health, was not hypothesised 

in H2 but it is consistent with this set of moderational findings. 

 

Figure 6. Moderation by meaning from religiosity/spirituality on search for meaning to 

positive wellbeing. 
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Figure 7. Moderation by meaning from life in general on search for meaning to positive 

wellbeing. 

 

3.4 Did degree of endorsement of sources of meaning influence levels of presence, search for meaning, and 

wellbeing? 

H3 stipulated that highly endorsing sources of meaning would result in greater wellbeing and 

presence of meaning, but diminish search for meaning. In order to examine whether high 

endorsement of the various sources was advantageous, eleven (for each of the sources of 
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while search for meaning was lower, for individuals who highly endorsed meaning from life in 

general. Given the general pattern of results, we argue that we obtained significant support for 

H3. 
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3.5 Did highly endorsing a number of sources influence the relationships from search to presence and 

wellbeing? 

H4 predicted that highly endorsing a greater number of sources of meaning would facilitate the 

successful search for meaning, and also mitigate against the negative impact on wellbeing 

when searching for meaning.  

 

3.5.1 Search to presence 

Inconsistent with H4, high endorsement of a large number of sources of meaning was not 

found to significantly influence the relationship from search for meaning to presence of 

meaning. 

 

3.5.2 Search to wellbeing 

However, consistent with H4, the total number of highly endorsed sources of meaning 

moderated the relationship between search for meaning and positive wellbeing (β = .01, p < 

.05). Significant simple slopes were obtained for high (slope = -.02, t = -3.03, p < .01), medium 

(slope = -.03, t = -6.42, p < .001), and low (slope = -.05, t = -5.82, p < .001) number of highly 

endorsed sources of meaning (see Figure 8 below). Importantly, the slope for the high number 

of sources of meaning showed the least strong relationship, suggesting that highly endorsing 

many sources of meaning protected wellbeing from the adverse effects involved in the process 

of searching for meaning. This result provided partial support for H4. 

 

Figure 8. Moderation by total number of meaning domains highly endorsed on search 

for meaning to positive wellbeing. 
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searching for meaning, and whether particular sources buffered against the negative outcomes 

frequently experienced during the search for meaning. Previous research (Weinstein et al., 

2012) has found that aspirations deemed to be of an intrinsic nature such as community 

activities, personal development and relationships with others predict presence of meaning and 

search for meaning, whereas more extrinsic aspirations, such as achieving financial security, 

predict search for meaning but not attainment of meaning. The current results partially 

supported this set of previous findings: meaning from family and interpersonal relationships 

positively predicted meaning, whereas leisure was a negative predictor. However, search for 

meaning was also positively predicted by religiosity/spirituality and personal growth, two 

relationships that were not hypothesised to exist. These results suggest that the attainment of 

meaning is closely related to significant relationships with others, whereas searching for 

meaning is linked to inward growth and self-transcendence. In sum, the idea that the 

intrinsic/extrinsic distinction might apply to the domain of meaning was not supported in the 

current study.  

Further, the current research revealed that meaning derived from family and health both 

facilitated the process of successfully searching for meaning. These two sources were highly 

endorsed by our sample, so it seems that certain salient domains of meaning are sensibly and 

predictably related to the achievement of greater meaning in life. Further, meaning originating 

from family, interpersonal relationships, health, religiosity/spirituality, and life in general 

alleviated the negative outcomes for wellbeing often incurred when searching for meaning. 

Although religiosity/spirituality was not a particularly highly endorsed source of meaning, 

research has shown that spiritual goals are particularly important for wellbeing (Steger & 

Frazier, 2005), which may be why meaning from religiosity/spirituality mitigated the negative 

outcomes for wellbeing when searching for meaning.  

Research has found that a strong commitment to (i.e., intense endorsement of) one’s sources 

of meaning in life is advantageous for wellbeing (Battista & Almond, 1973; Pöhlmann et al., 

2006). Consistent with this hypothesis, the present research found that those adults who highly 

endorsed meaning from work, family, interpersonal relationships, community/society issues, 

and life in general experienced greater overall meaning in life and greater wellbeing, and that 

highly endorsing meaning from religiosity/spirituality meant greater presence. Highly 

endorsing meaning from life in general resulted in higher presence and wellbeing, and resulted 

in lower search. The finding that highly endorsing meaning from life in general results in a 

decrease in search for meaning was the only finding in which a source of meaning had a 

significant impact on the degree of searching, suggesting that a more general or global view of 

a meaningful life in its entirety is required before the motivation to search for meaning is 

reduced. In the same vein, high endorsement of meaning from personal growth resulted in 

greater presence and search. The fact that highly endorsing meaning from personal growth 

resulted in increased search for meaning was unexpected. However, it is consistent with 

research that found meaning from personal growth positively predicted searching for meaning 

(Grouden & Jose, 2013). Ultimately, the strength of an individual’s intensity of meaning 

appears to be crucial for his/her overall attainment of meaning and wellbeing: in other words, it 

pays to wholeheartedly experience meaning in different spheres of life. 

It has been ascertained that deriving meaning from a number of sources of meaning, i.e., 

obtaining greater breadth of meaning, is beneficial (e.g., Reker & Woo, 2011), especially in 

situations when meaning from one sphere might be compromised. In this situation, meaning 

from other domains can then be strengthened and the individual needs not experience a 

significant loss of overall meaning (Proulx & Heine, 2008). In support of this view, the present 
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research found that highly endorsing a wide variety of sources is protective against negative 

outcomes of wellbeing as a result of searching for meaning. This result, in conjunction with the 

previous one, highlights that it is not only useful to experience a wide variety of sources of 

meaning, but it is also essential to strongly endorse these facets of meaning.  

 

4.1 Limitations 

Although the present research has made a contribution to the field with regard to its 

examination of how sources of meaning are differentially predictive of wellbeing, it is not 

without its limitations. First, the data were cross-sectional, not longitudinal, so it is not possible 

to definitely ascertain causality pertaining to whether and how certain sources lead to 

wellbeing outcomes over time. Future research might aim to remedy this shortcoming through 

the use of a longitudinal design, and aim to replicate the current findings over different time 

periods. Additionally, further qualitative work would be useful in achieving a more nuanced 

understanding of how individuals derive meaning from particular domains. We do not know 

whether individuals derive the same kind of meaning from the domain of families, for 

example, and accordingly future work should delve more deeply into this process. 

The association between search and presence of meaning requires a more fine-grained 

examination. As Wong (2014) has noted, a measurement of search and presence at any one 

point in time may have captured the individual’s motivational state before, during, or after a 

successful or unsuccessful search. He has argued that this random assessment of variables 

within the time course of the searching process may account for the typically low and negative 

association between search and presence. Future work should strive to investigate the temporal 

unfolding of affect over the course of a person’s attempt to achieve meaning in a particular 

domain. 

 

4.2 Practical implications  

The current research has identified that certain domains of meaning are especially predictive of 

overall meaning, search for meaning, and wellbeing. Further, it has identified that particular 

sources of meaning facilitate the process of successfully searching for meaning, and mitigate 

negative outcomes. Because searching for meaning is an inherently human endeavour, these 

findings are of relevance and importance for most people, and highlight the realisation that 

searching for meaning need not be a negative process if we also derive meaning from sources 

such as interpersonal relationships (especially family), health, life in general, and 

religiosity/spirituality. Additionally, holding a stronger conviction regarding multiple sources 

of meaning is also valuable.  

Searching for meaning is a natural process in which human beings commonly engage: 

however, it appears to be a journey rife with difficulty as meaning is not always attained after a 

period of time searching, and searching, unfortunately, has been found to negatively impinge 

on overall wellbeing. We believe that the present research illuminates new understandings of 

how those negative outcomes might be averted or lessened through deriving meaning from 

particular sources and strongly endorsing a wide variety of meaning domains. Ultimately it is 

important to diversify the sources of meaning, and it is also vital to feel impassioned about 

those sources of meaning, in order to achieve a strong and healthy overall sense of 

meaningfulness in one’s life. 
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